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INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a finite group and let p be a fixed prime number. In this paper 
we shall study the numbers of irreducible characters in a p-block of G with 
an abelian defect group and the contributions of subsections to the inner 
product of irreducible characters of G. As is seen in [ 10, 111 Broue and 
Puig’s generalized characters, which are defined in [3], are relevant for the 
study of p-blocks with abelian defect groups. They will play an important 
role in this paper too. 
Let K be the algebraic number field containing the /Gi th roots of 1, let 
p be a prime ideal divisor of p in K, and let o be the ring of p-integers in 
K. Let B be a p-block and let (n, b) be a subsection associated with B. 
(n, b) is a pair such that ‘II is a p-element of G and b is a p-block of C(n) 
associated with B. In [3] (n, b) is called a (B, G)-Brauer element. Let x be 
an ordinary irreducible character in B. The function x”’ ‘) is the central 
function on G which vanishes outside the p-section of rc and which is such 
that x(X’ “(np) = x(npE,), where p is a p-regular element of C(n) and E, is 
the block idempotent of oC(n) corresponding to b. Following [I], for x, 
XI E B, we denote by m, xs (X3‘) the inner product of ~(“9 ‘) and x”“’ ‘) ~ rnpx?) is 
equal to the inner product of ~(~3 b, and 2’ by Brauer and &ma’s 
orthogonality relation. rnpxf) is called the contribution of (n, b) to the 
inner product (x, x’). By [l, (5B)], 
where (n, b) ranges over a complete set of representatives for the conjugacy 
classes of subsections associated with B. We denote by k(B) and I(B) the 
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number of ordinary irreducible characters in B and that of modular 
irreducible characters in B, respectively. Then the following holds by 
CL (5C)l, 
c f mi( xb’ = Z(b). 
XEB 
(2) 
Suppose that B has an abelian defect group D, and let b be a root of B 
in C(D) and let q be a T(b)-invariant character of D, where T(b) is the 
inertial group of b in N(D). As in [S] we set x x q = C, q(n) ~(“2 bc(“)), where 
z ranges over a complete set of representatives for the T(b)-conjugacy 
classes of D. By [2, (4G) and (6C)] and [3, Theorem], x * q is a 
generalized character of G associated with B. 
1. THE NUMBERS OF IRREDUCIBLE CHARACTERS IN AP-BLOCK 
The following is a kind of reduction theorem as we see in Corollary 2. 
THEOREM 1. Let B be a p-block of G with an abelian defect group D and 
let b be a root of B in C(D). Then we have 
Z(B) = Z(b”“‘) and k(B) = k(bc’“‘) for 0 E CAT@)), 
where T(b) is the inertial group of b in N(D). 
Prooj Let D, = C,( T(b)) and D2 = [T(b), D]. By [6, Chap. 5, 
Theorem 2.31, D= D, x D2. Let R be a set of representatives for the 
T(b)-conjugacy classes of D, and hence ((07t, b’(““)) ) o E D1, z E R} is a set 
of representatives for the conjugacy classes of subsections associated with 
B by [2, (4G) and (6C)]. 
STEP 1. For o E D, we have CxsR Z(bc(uz)) = k(B)/ID,(. 
ProoJ Let pd’ = IDI1 and b,, = bc(““). We denote by rn%;) the contribu- 
tion of (OR, b,,) to the inner product of x, x E B. We can regard any linear 
character I of D, as a character of D and then 1 is T(b)-invariant. Let fi, 
be the character group of D,. By the orthogonality relation, for c’ ED, and 
ZED2, we have 
c qa-1) A(a’7c) = {id1 AEB, 
fthy;; 
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Hence for x E B we have 
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2 /l(cr-‘)(x * a,x)= c &-‘) c jiEbl 1.6, u’ED, naR 
=pd’ c mg”,). 
R.ZR 
Note that if A # lD,, then x * /1 is an ordinary irreducible character of G dif- 
ferent from x. Therefore CzEB rng;) = l/pdl, and hence CxfB CnfR FFJ%;) = 
k(B)/pdl. By [ 1, (5C)], CXca CxER rnt;) = CltER Z(b,,). This completes the 
proof of Step 1. 
STEP 2. For rs E D1 we have Z(B) = Z(bc(“)). 
ProoJ We proceed by induction on the order of G. Here we note that 
for z ED, 6 is a root of b’(“) in C(D) and T(b) n C(r) is the inertial group 
of b in N(D) n C(r). In particular D1 c C,(T(b) n C(z)). Let 7c be an 
element of R and put b = bc@‘) nC(n) = b’(“) ” c(uix). If n is not the identity 
element, then 1 C(z)1 < 1 G[ and 1 C(o~)l < 1 Gj. Applying the induction 
hypothesis to b, and b,,, W,) = 0) = 4LJ. BY Step 4 CIif R 4b,J = 
c neR K&J. Th ere f ore we have Z(b,) = Z(b,) = Z(B). 
STEP 3. For o E D1 we have k(B) = k(bc(“)). 
Prooj As is well known k(B) = CO,ED, C,, R Z(b,,). Since C(O) 13 T(b), 
k(bc4 =Cowl CneR 4b c(a) n C(a’x)). By Step 2, Qb,,) = E(bC(“) n c(u’x)). 
Therefore we have k(B) = k(b,). This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
As a corollary of the above theorem we have the following. 
COROLLARY 1. Under the same notation as in Theorem 1, let z1 and x2 be 
elements of D such that T(b) n C(z,)= T(b)n C(Q). Then Z(bc@l)) = 
Z(bC(‘2)) and k(bc(“‘)) = k(bc(‘*)). In particular we have Z(bc(an)) =Z(bc’“‘) and 
k(bCcun)) =k(b”“‘) for (r E C,( T(b)) and z ED. 
Proof. By the assumption r2 E C,( T(b) n C(r,)). Applying Theorem 1 
to bC(T1) we have l(bc(Tl)) = l(bC(Q)“C(?)) and k(bc(rl)) = k(bC(T2)n C(Tl)). 
Similarly we have E(bC(‘2)) =QbC(rl)n c(z2)) and k(bc('2)) = k(bc('l) n c(r2))~ 
This completes the proof of the corollary. 
Remark. In the proof of Theorem 1 we showed that C,,, rntrrlr) is 
$2) constant for cr E C,( T(b)). By Corollary 1, we also have CzeB m, x = 
c m(“) for any Q E C,(T(b)) and n E D. Therefore it seems that XPB x,x mm =m@) for OE C,(T(b)) and no: D. In the next section we show 
I$i X,F;) &;Dl mg3, (mod p) (see Corollary 4). 
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By Theorem 1 and Dade’s result on p-blocks with cyclic defect groups we 
obtain the following. 
COROLLARY 2. Let B be a p-block of G with an abelian defect group D 
and with inertial index eB and let b be a root of B in C(D). Put 
D1 = C,( T( b)) and D2 = [T(b), D]. If D2 is a cyclic group, then we have 
l(B) = eB and k(B)= lDll(eB+W21 -l)/eB). 
ProoJ: First of all we prove l(B) = eB by induction on the order of G. 
We put pdl = IDI1 and pd2 = ID,/. If pdl = 1, then B is a p-block with a cyclic 
defect group. So by [4] the statement follows. Hence we assume pdl # 1. 
Let cr be a non-identity element of D1 and let 6, be the p-block of 
C(o)/(a) corresponding to b’(“). We note that bc(“) has inertial index eB 
and bc(“) satisfies the assumption of the corollary. Hence, by [S, 
Theorem 1.51 the inertial index of b, is eB and 6, also satisfies the assump- 
tion. Therefore by the induction hypothesis we have l(bC’“‘) = Z(bo) = eB. 
This and Theorem 1 imply l(B) = eB. 
Let R be the same set as in the proof of Theorem 1. If n is a non-identity 
element of R, then T(b) n C(n) = C(D), because p 1 eB and D2 is cyclic. 
Hence bCcn) has inertial index 1. So I(bC(“)) = 1. By Step 1 of Theorem 1, 
k(B) =P~‘(C~ER Z(bC’“‘)) = pd’(eB + (p” - 1)/e,). 
2. THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF SUBSECTIONS 
We denote by B,(G) the principal p-block of G. The following proposi- 
tion was shown in [7, Proposition 1.41 implicitly. We give another proof 
of it by using the contributions of subsections to the inner product 
(lG> 1G). 
PROPOSITION. Let P be an abelian Sylow p-subgroup of G and let N be 
the normalizer of P in G. Then we have 
mk, lc 
(1, h(G)) = mi; &$V) 
, . 
ProoJ Let mG = rni: TJG)). It is clear that mG = /G,,,l/lG/, where Gp, is 
the set of p-regular elements of G. We prove m, = ??2N by induction on IGI. 
By the third main theorem on p-blocks, the principal p-block b of C(P) is 
a root of B,,(G) in C(P), and hence T(b) = N. Let U be a set of repre- 
sentatives for the N-conjugacy classes of P. For 7~ E U, we set b, = bc(“). It 
is evident that ml;,?2 = rnccZp Hence by (l), C,, U m,(,) = 1. Similarly we 
have CKEum CN(R) = 1, where C,(n) is the centralizer of 7~ in A? If 
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lC(~)l < IGL then m,(,) = w,(,,) by the inductive hypothesis. If C(z) = G, 
then m,(,, = mG and mcH(?rj = mN. Therefore we obtain mG = mN. 
In [9, Theorem 71, Robinson obtained a partial answer to a conjecture 
of Frobenius. In the case that the Sylow p-subgroups of G are abelian, we 
are able to obtain Robinson’s result from the above proposition for all 
prime numbers p, as Murai showed in [7]. 
COROLLARY 3 (Murai [7]; see also Robinson [9]). Let jGJ =p“g’ 
with p 1 g’. If G has an abelian Sylow p-subgroup P and if G contains exactly 
g’ p-regular elements, then G is p-nilpotent. 
ProoJ We put N = N(P) and (NI = p%’ with p 1 n’. By the assumption 
and the above proposition, N also contains exactly n’ p-regular elements. 
Therefore a p-complement of N is normal in N, and hence N = C(P). Thus 
by Burnside’s theorem, G is p-nilpotent. 
In the rest of this section we give a relation between the contributions of 
subsections to the inner product of irreducible characters x and 2’ of G. For 
an irreducible character 2 of G, we denote by wX the linear character of the 
center of Z(KG) of the group ring KG corresponding to x. For a conjugacy 
class C of G, denote by C also the class sum in KG, We also set ax(o) = 
w,(C) (a E C). Let B be a p-block of G and let (n, b) be a subsection 
associated with B. Following [ 11, we set, for x E B and (T E G, 
u~,~)(cT)= IG: C(o)\ ~‘“,~‘(o)/~(l). 
Since x(“’ “(rcp) = X(7tpEb) and C, (r~pE~)~ belongs to Z(oG), we have 
where p is a p-regular element of C(n), Eb is the block idempotent of DC(~) 
corresponding to b, and p ranges over the representatives for the C(q)- 
cosets of G. The following lemma, which is a generalization of [l, (4B)], 
was announced in [ 5, (IC)] with sketchy proof. 
LEMMA. Let (z, b) be a subsection associated with B, and let Q be a 
defect group of b. Let b be a root of b in QC(Q) and let T be the inertial 
group of b in N(Q). If p is a p-regular element of C(n), then for x E B and 
jfb we have 
up “(~p) - 1 T : Tn C(z)1 q(p) (mod P). 
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ProoJ: Set X=& (r~pE~)~= n(C6 pb)E6, where 6 ranges over the 
representatives for the C(np)-cosets of C(n). Then X lies in Z(K(rc)) and 
is an o-linear combination of the elements of C(X) whose p-parts are rc. Let 
(1 =Pi, 112, ***, ,u~> be a set of representatives for the (C(rc), T)-double 
cosets of G and let {zjl, rj2, . . . . rjn, } be a set of representatives for the 
(TnC(n)fi)-cosets of T; G=lJ& C(n)pjTand T=u;i=, (T~C(~C)~J)Z~[. 
Then (14iZjr 1I = 1, 2, . . . . nj; j = 1, 2, . . . . m> forms a set of representatives for 
the C(n)-cosets of G. Hence we have 
Let co be an ordinary irreducible character in 6. Since b is associated with 
B, OF “)(xp) = oco ((x7! 1 C;i= 1 Xp~v) n C(Q)) (mod p), where, for an 
element C, E G upa of oG, we set (CorEGaaa)nC(Q)=C,.cca,a,a. Since 
Tr> C(Q) and C;i= I X w is centralized by T, (C;i= 1 AWN) n C(Q) lies in 
Z(oQC(Q)). Hence we have 
o(nzb)(np) =jl CO<,, (( 3, X”a) n C(Q)) 
X (mod p)d 
Since tj16 T and b is associated with b, it follows that 
= IT: Tn C(z)1 w,(Xn C(Q)) 
= 1 T: Tn C(7t)l wr(X) 
= (T: Tn C(n)1 o&p) (mod P). 
Therefore, it suffices to show that q,((Cp: i X*v) n C(Q)) = 0 (mod p) for 
all j> 1. If, on the contrary, cerO((C;j_ 1 X&j’“)) n C(Q)) $0 (mod p) for 
some j> 1, then there exists v E C(Q) such that Ok,, 8 0 (mod p) and the 
p-part of v is &? Since Q is the defect group of b, rce belongs to the center 
of Q. Therefore C(n)&= QC(Q). From this we obtain 
= IT: Tn C(~)~jjl ocO(X~n C(Q)) (mod P). 
Since or&X&n C(Q)) $0, b is associated with bfi and it is a root of b@j in 
QC(Q), because bfi is a root of b!-+ in QW(Qw) and 1 Ql = IQwl. Therefore 
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Q@j = Qy and W = bY for some y E C( 7c)K, so pj E C(X) T. This is a contra- 
diction and the proof is complete. 
THEOREM 2. Let B be a p-block of G with defect d and let (rc, b) be a 
subsection associated with B. Let Q be a defect group of b and let b be a root 
of b in QC( Q). Then, for x, x’ E B, we have 
p“rnFi)z [T(b) : T(b) n C(n)1 pdrngTz’ (mod ~1. 
Proof. Let cl, c2, . . . . c, be the p-regular classes of C(n) and let pd E ej 
(16 i < Y). By the above lemma we have 
i X’“‘b’(Zf?i) cop b)(npi) s [T(b) : T(b) n C(n)1 co5 i ~@,~1(zp~) ci 
i=l i=l 1 
(mod P), 
where [ is an ordinary irreducible character in b and the bar indicates the 
complex conjugate. On the other hand we have 
by Brauer and Osima’s orthogonality relation. Therefore we get 
Here the left-handside is equal to m,,, (‘* b)lGl/~‘(l) and the right-handside is 
equal to 1 T(b) : T(b) n G(n)1 m,,, (I @( GI/x’( 1). By multiplying both sides bg 
pdx’(l)/lGl, we have p”rnp$)= IT(b) : T(b) n C(n)1 pdrni’;? (mod p) as 
asserted. 
As an immediate consequence of the above theorem, we get the 
following. 
COROLLARY 4. With the same assumption and notation as in Corollary 1 
let 6, = bc(“) and b, = b C(r*’ Then, for x, x’ E B, we have . 
IDI rnEL;Fl)z IDI mF;?2) (mod P). 
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